
The most efficient 
mini dumper 
in the world

UNIQUE STEERING 
GEAR ENSURES 

SUPREME 
DRIVEABILITY



Quality, stability and perfect ergonomics
Twinca A/S develops, manufactures and sells hydraulic mini dumpers to customers all
over the world.

Under the name of Twinca Dumper we have set a quite new standard as to  driving of mini 
dumpers. Twinca Dumper has a unique steering gear and is therefore much easier to 
operate than any other mini dumper on the   market. 

The key words of any of our products are quality, stability and perfect ergonomics

Save time and money
Twinca Dumper saves your company both time and money, as it makes operating with heavy 
loads easier and more rational. Twinca Dumper GS-800 with scissor lift allows you to load a 
container from all sides. You save costs for steel plates, man-hours and room. 

Take good care of your employees
By using Twinca Dumper your employees will  experience a much easier day at work. 
Your employees will avoid hard physical strain, when handling heavy loads. 
The risk of sick days and physical  disabilities is significantly smaller.

We always listen to our customers’ needs and develop new machines that meet the current 
requirements regarding functionality, safety and working conditions. 
 

Focus on safety
Twinca Dumper is designed in accordance with the highest safety standards. 

All models have parking brakes as standard equipment and safety  devices. The direction  
will reversed by activation of the safety device. In this way, the operator avoids getting hurt, 
if he should be trapped between the machine and e.g. a wall.  



Value for money
At Twinca A/S  we have made a deliberate choice of quality  components 
(including engines,  variable pumps, hydraulic components, wires etc.) in order 
to guarantee a reliable, high-quality mini dumper. We use  high-strength steel to 
ensure a wear-resistant and durable frame and truck bed, which reduces 
the net weight considerably. 
We quality-test every  single machine prior to delivery. 

Twinca Dumper is suitable for landscaping, paving, contracting, agriculture, cemeteries, 
public works departments, renovation and rental businesses. 
 

The meaning of the letters
The name of all models consists of a unique combination of letters and numbers.
 
G    = Gasoline ( Petrol ) 
S     = Scissor lift
ST  = Standard

500   = Loads  500 kg
800   = Loads  800 kg

Quality, 
stability and 

perfect 
ergonomics



Technical  Data

Engine:  Kohler Command   
  270, 7.0 hp
Petrol tank:  3.6 litres
Transmission:   Variable pump
Noise level:  97 dB
Speed:  0-6 km/t forward/  
  reverse

Capacity litres:  385 litres
Capacity kilos:  up to 800 kg
Lifting height:  1730/3040 mm
Height  tilt point: 650/1250 mm

Driving conditions
Terrain:                       600 kg
Solid ground:            800 kg

Machine 
dimensions:  L =  2340 mm, 
  W = 860 mm, 
  H = 1130 mm

Weight:  413 kg

Wheel size: 
Driving wheels:   20 x 10
Turning wheels:   140-6

Hydraulic tank:  13.5 litres

Safety device:
In the event of clamping, the
circulation reversed and the
machine will move forward
until the handle is in neutral position.

GS-800

Advantages

• Unload in container or on a truck load - from all sides
• Cross-country tyres with a wide diameter
• Petrol-powered
• Auto steering

GS-800 has a scissor lift and high lift. 
This means that you can work more efficiently 
and save time as well as money. E.g. you can fill 
a container or a truck bed from all sides and avoid spillage.



Technical  Data

Engine:  Kohler Command 
  270, 7.0 HP 
Petrol tank:  3.6 litres
Transmission:   Variable pump
Noise level:  97 dB
Speed:  0-6 km/t forwards/ 
   backwards

Capacity litres:  400 litres
Capacity kilos:  800 kg
Lifting height:  1900 mm
Height  tilt point: 650 mm 

Driving conditions
Terrain:                       600 kg
Solid ground:            800 kg

Machine 
dimensions:  L =  2270 mm.
  W = 920 mm. 
  H = 1070 mm. 

Weight:  370 kg

Wheel size: 
Driving wheels:   20 x 10 
Turning wheels:   140-6

Hydraulic tank:  13.5 litres

Safety device:
In the event of clamping, the
circulation reversed and the
machine will move forward
until the handle is in neutral position.

Advantages

• Classic mini dumper including the newest technique 
• Cross-country tyres with a wide diameter 
• Petrol-powered
• Auto steering

With G-800 you can work 
efficiently without the use of physical strain.

G-800



GST-800

Advantages

• Simple and efficient mini dumper
• High level of safety
• Petrol-powered

GST-800 is the classic mini dumper 
with standard steering.

Technical  Data

Engine:  Kohler Command 
  270, 7.0 hp
Petrol tank:  3.6 litres
Transmission:   Variable pump
Noise level:  97 dB
Speed:  0-6 km/t forward/  
  reverse

Capacity litres:  400 litres
Capacity kilos:  800 kg
Lifting height:  2430 mm
Height  tilt point: 650 mm

Driving conditions
Terrain:                       600 kg
Solid ground:            800 kg

Machine 
dimensions:  L =  2200 mm.
  W = 920 mm.
  H = 1100mm.

Weight:  370 kg

Wheel size: 
Driving wheels:   20 x 10
Turning wheels:   140-6 

Hydraulic tank:  13.5 litres

Safety device:
In the event of clamping, the
circulation reversed and the
machine will move forward





Nr. Bjertvej 14
DK-7830 Vinderup
mail@twinca.dk

Tel.: +45 9744 8555
Cvr.: 25 80 49 29
www.twincadumper.com

Dealer: 

See the list of dealers at www.twincadumper.com

Twinca A/S


